The research on multipath routing has been studied to solve the problem of frequent path breakages due to node and link failures and to enhance data delivery reliability in wireless sensor networks. In the multipath routing, mobile sinks such as soldiers in battle fields and rescuers in disaster areas bring about new challenge for handling their mobility. The sink mobility requests new multipath construction from sources to mobile sinks according to their movement path. Since mobile sinks have continuous mobility, the existing multipath can be exploited to efficiently reconstruct to new positions of mobile sinks. However, the previous protocols do not address this issue. Thus, we proposed an efficient multipath reconstruction protocol called LGMR for mobile sinks in wireless sensor networks.
제안 방안
LGMR은 shorten the path
else if(position of sink away from the source) 6: extends the path
else if(movement of sink is multi-hop)
If (angle is that between the existing VL and a line between the node of furthermost VL and the source > angle is that between the existing VL and the new VL)
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creates the new primary path, reconfigure the alternative path or create the new alternative path, the reconfigure primary path LGMR은 패킷의 수가 증가할수록 EDM보다 에너지 소비량 이 약 7.6% 적다는 것을 확인할 수 있었다. 
